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some 140,000 geeks, Greeks,
techies and marketers from around
the world—roughly the population of
Bridgeport, Conn.—descended on Las
Vegas last week to ogle the latest and
greatest the electronics industry has to
offer at the Consumer Electronics
Show. Ad AgeDigital was there.

Size matters: The buzz ranged
from innovations on the small
screens of mobile phones to a shock-
ing spectacle said to be the world’s
largest LCD TV, a 108-inch Sharp.

Content matters more: Most
conference keynotes focused on the
evolution of the content that goes on
those screens. In an extensive strate-
gy outline, CBS President-CEO Les
Moonves ticked off a number of deals
with hot, young companies from
YouTube to Second Life aimed to al-
low the media giant to “give to and
learn from our fans.” The goal, he
said, “is clear: to evolve from a one-
way content-distribution and con-
tent company into being a sort of new
thing—an audience company.”

Most obvious play for geek cred:
The CBS chief said media has noted
the lessons learned by the music busi-
ness, which “suffered a lot for just not
listening” to what consumers wanted.
“There’s no such thing anymore as
old media. We’re just media. Whether
programming means ‘CSI’ or C++ (a
computer language), we’re all playing
on the same big digital field.”

‘Um, what?’ analogy: Perhaps
tired of being considered a Luddite,
Mr. Moonves took a good-natured jab
at rival Fox: “Some of you out here to-
day may think that ‘American Idol’ is
the first example of an audience voting
on the outcome of an important
event.” But in ancient Rome, he said,
“the stakes were even higher.”

Biggest understatement: In a
glitzy presentation to more than 2,000
in a ballroom at the Venetian Conven-
tion Center, Walt Disney Co. Presi-
dent-CEO Robert Iger showed how
the new love affair with the internet
and new media might help snag some
of the dollars moving from traditional
media to the web. The revamped Dis-
ney.com will have video and perhaps
“a commercial or two,” he said.

‘Lost’ spoiler alert: Guessing
wisely that “Lost” fans were starved
for a dose of show news after a two-
month midseason hiatus, Mr. Iger in-
vited two of the show’s stars,
Matthew Fox and Evangeline Lilly—

better known as Jack and Kate—on-
stage during his keynote. They talked
about how their show is all over every
device—and whether they’ll hook up
soon. (Don’t hold your breath.)

Me-too-ism: If media companies
are trying to become “sort of new
things,” telecom giants Verizon
Communications and AT&T are try-
ing to become media companies. At
the conference, Verizon launched live
TV programming for mobile phones,
and AT&T said it had signed Chase
Card Services for its first three-screen
content deal.

Top CES advertisers: There was
advertising galore all over Las Vegas,
with a big presence from Microsoft’s
Vista and Office, LG’s Chocolate,
and (fittingly) Samsung’s Blackjack
phone. But the most in-your-face
advertiser turned out to be Airborne,
whose sponsored escalators urged
convention goers not to let colds get
them down.
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n Many people erroneously believe the web is only about information, news
and search. You go online because you want to find something, right? Not to
kick back and find something that makes you laugh or smile. But in fact,
many people believe that it’s a very important source of entertainment.
Among 12- to 64-year-olds, Americans rank the internet as a major source of
actual entertainment. Probably shouldn’t come as too big of a surprise,
given the meteoric rise of sites such as YouTube and MySpace.

Net is tops not only for info ...
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n Tacoda’s on a tear: Publish-
ers talk about why they’re
using the behavioral-target-
ing network 

n Ad Age Digital is on the
ground at NATPE this week
with the new crop of online
syndicators

n But how does it compare to TV? In
both information and entertainment, TV
is a clear second-player to the internet in
terms of importance for online
Americans. The web marks an
information and entertainment double
threat to—or opportunity for—the
traditional media companies. 
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...but also for entertainment
WHAT MEDIA DO YOU RANK “VERY IMPORTANT” FOR ENTERTAINMENT?
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WHAT IT IS: This week, a
case study—straight from
the sunny oasis of Virtual
Laguna Beach. Yes, while
every brand and its
brother have jumped into
Second Life, MTV’s four-
month-old virtual world
has been testing
advertiser integrations
with Cingular, Pepsiand
Procter & Gamble’s
Secret. So far, according
to MTV, 350,000
registered users are
spending an average of
36 minutes on each visit. 

HOW THE BRANDS
USED IT: Tim Rosta,
senior VP-integrated
marketing at MTV, said
virtual-world marketing
can expand on brand
activation, communicate
a brand attribute or act
as a more
straightforward
extension of a campaign.
Cingular used VLB to
promote the fact it’s all
about communication,
creating a virtual rep
that acted as a party
promoter, dishing out

info on in-world social
events. By interacting
with him, users got
bonus rewards such as
VOIP access, skins for
the instant-messaging
player and animations of
cellphones. Pepsi
published an in-world
‘zine that offers new
areas of the world. By
increasing their in-world
skills, users can rack up
MTV dollars for in-world
purchases or Pepsi-
branded items. Secret
extended its “Tell us

your secret” campaign
with virtual booths
where avatars could air
their secrets for a
chance to win a virtual
cash prize. 

THE BUSINESS
MODEL: There’s not
one—yet. MTVN plans to
eventually charge for
integration into VLB. 

WHAT THEY
LEARNED:There has to
be a reward for brand
interaction in the virtual

world—access to a
private area or increased
functionality for avatars,
Mr. Rosta said. Ninety-
nine percent of VLB
visitors are exposed to
brands, and 80% of
them voluntarily interact.
Even though the overall
impression numbers are
still small, Mr. Rosta said
experimentation is worth
it. “You can see people
will interact with brands
in the way they do in the
real world,” he said.

-ABBEY KLAASSEN

Case Study: Marketing in
Virtual Laguna Beach
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